
Sea
concept + styling by robyn iaea + shaunna nygren | contributing styling by carolee higashino  |  floral design by 
fong tagawa | stationery by ceci new york | furniture, props + chuppah by signature boutique event rentals | hair 
by dan sanchez | makeup by liz javelosa | jewelry by sophie grace | gowns by monique lhuillier, reem acra, white by 
vera wang | headpieces by twigs & honey + untamed petals | flower girl dress by vindie baby | bonnet by starlites child 
flower girl shoes by bébé shooz | floral halo by mandy grace | velvet ribbon by sara kate studios + midori | velvet 
letterpress card by velvet raptor | shell place card holders by beachy chic décor | coral courtesy of by the bay, paia 
shot on location at white orchid beach house, maui

Ozzy Garcia  
travels

to Maui to 
photograph couture 

gowns in a painterly
 setting by the sea. 
Luxurious velvets 

mixed with magnolia, 
gardenia and ocean 

elements create a  
romantic  

mise en scène.

Velvet 
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the white orchid beach house on maui’s most breathtaking shore is a heavenly oasis with “old hawaii” 
charm. the private estate, with its expansive oceanfront lawn framed by black lava, is a fitting scene for a 
wedding reception inspired by the curiosities of the sea. the element of surprise in the tropical setting of 
yesteryear is velvet, a wintery and sophisticated fabric selected for its wonderful sheen and depth of color. 
as timeless as the wedding itself, bespoke velvets were once a royal status symbol worn centuries ago 
by nobility and high society. during the renaissance, the luxurious woven silk textile was an expression of 
power, wealth and taste, subtly hinting at one’s family history. 

{opposite} boasting a muted palette, the ocean-laden tablescape is a testament to the luxury of simplicity. 
at first glance, the antique-ivory french farm table belies its extraordinary details. a pale pistachio velvet 
runner grounds the wooden table. the ubiquitous hue is reminiscent of the paris baker ladurée’s most 
revered macarons. spanning the length of the table are age-old tarnished brass vessels brimming with 
unusual blossoms: apricot parrot tulips, sarah bernhardt blush peonies, “work stem” gardenias and yellow 
cockscombs. honolulu florist fong tagawa of floral inspirations incorporated the velvety stachys byzantina 
flower, commonly-known as lamb’s ear, into the arrangements. a pair of sparkling crystal chandeliers 
stands at eye level framing the table for the ultimate in old world elegance. a european velvet  bench is 
tucked aside the farm table for dinner.  hand-carved oak french dining chairs display the elegant restraint 
emblematic of neoclassicism. 

{above, left to right} the bride holds a velvet greeting card, hand-debossed on a 19th-century press by 
velvet raptor. dinner menus written in ornate script sit at each place setting atop driftwood chargers and 
cream plates. antique sheffield silver and bone flatware are gently tied with a luxurious french silk ribbon 
by sara kate studios. place cards by stationer ceci new york rest in delicate sea urchins, a natural shade 
of the palest pink. a glass botanist's bell jar houses an exotic magnolia branch. the bride and her maid look 
ethereal in white by vera wang collection.
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as the daylight lingered on the makena 
coastline, the bride is poised in contrast 
to a stark black lava rock landscape. she 
is a vision to behold in an exquisite reem 
acra nude gown from the designer’s 
resort 2013 collection. the sheer long 
sleeve frock appears as second-skin with 
feminine ruffles and a crystal-laden bodice. 


